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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
NOTICIAS
En Alemania, el número de sistemas de baterías con Solar
instaladas ha crecido un 35% este año
Publicada en GreenTechMedia GTM - Solar, 27/08/2015.

The number of subsidized solar power storage installations has increased by
more than 35% in a year in Germany. Falling prices and the desire for energy
independence are fuelling this high demand.In the first seven months of this year,
the German development bank KfW has supported 35% more solar energy
storage projects than in the same period in 2014. Since the German federal
government's launch of the PV storage system support program in 2013, more
than 12,000 PV storage systems have been installed.
ver más...

Investigadores de de la Florida State University desarrollan
tecnologías LED mejores y de menor coste
Publicada en Phys.org_Light emitting diode, 27/08/2015.

A Florida State University engineering professor has developed a new highly
efficient and low cost light emitting diode that could help spur more widespread
adoption of the technology.
ver más...

Muchas novedades en CEDIA Expo 2015
Publicada en CePro, 27/08/2015.

By Julie Jacobson, August 27, 2015. In a thread about CEDIA Expo 2015 in the installer forum at
RemoteCentral.com, an integrator posts: “From what I’m hearing, Not much new info/product will be released at
CEDIA this year.” What?! For starters, that comment was posted in August, when no one – not even some exhibitors
themselves – really knows what will be shown. More importantly, how on earth could there be “not much new” at
CEDIA?
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
El Hogar Conectado y el compromiso del consumidor; lo siguiente:
la Energía
Publicada en Electric Light & Power - Smart Grid, 27/08/2015.

By Hunter Albright, PhD, Tendril. Much has been said, written and thought about
how to better engage energy consumers. The way of the energy future is to give
individuals insight into and control of their energy use. Much of the focus has
been on details surrounding how to engage people using data and multiple
channel communications. I want to zoom out, however, and look broadly at the
customer engagement journey and where energy is going to fit in home
automation.
ver más...

Potencial solar de 3 GW en los tejados de San Francisco
Publicada en PV Magazine, 27/08/2015.

Solar mapping provider Mapdwell has expanded to San Francisco, estimating
that the city can host up to 3 GW of rooftop PV. This is a higher capacity per
square mile than other cities.19th century writer Mark Twain is often credited with
saying that the coldest winter he ever spent was a summer in San Francisco.
With the city's odd weather patterns and intense summer fog, it may surprise
many that San Francisco also hosts an excellent potential for rooftop PV.

ver más...

Los "Flexiwatts", a tener en cuenta según nuevo reporte sobre
Eficiencia Energética
Publicada en Electric Light & Power - Metering, 26/08/2015.

Sustainability advocate Rocky Mountain Institute contends that “flexiwatts” may be the affordable middle ground
needed for customers who want lower bills and utilities that need to balance power generation costs against falling
demand. In its latest report, “The Economics of Demand Flexibility,” RMI argues that electric loads which can be
shifted in time—the aforementioned flexiwatts—also can help both consumers and producers deal with this
perplexing challenge of needed grid infrastructure investment and yet slowing electricity sales growth due to
efficiency innovations.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Ciudad Salvadoreña implanta Sistema de Iluminación urbana LED
Inteligente
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 25/08/2015.

The City of Sonsonate in El Salvador became the first city in Latin America to
adopt GE's intelligent lighting system, a powerful combination of white light LED
fixtures and GE's LightGrid, a web central management system designed with
municipalities and transportation departments in mind. The new intelligent
system allows incremental savings in the electricity bill by controlling the lighting
level of the fixtures, and by scheduling specific times for the lights to be on or off.
ver más...

Las tres generaciones de Smart Cities
Publicada en URENIO, 25/08/2015.

Boyd Cohen, who has been studying smart cities since 2011, identifies three distinct phases of how cities have
embraced technology and development, moving from tech company driven, to city government driver, to, finally,
citizen driven.
ver más...

Cómo repensar la Regulación permitiría un Sistema eléctrico más
Inteligente
Publicada en GreenTechMedia GTM - Solar, 24/08/2015.

Utility managers pay attention to Wall Street, and often reveal more about their top priorities in shareholder earnings
calls than in regulatory proceedings. Naturally, as with any investor-owned company, managers of investor-owned
utilities are obligated to maximize shareholder value. So how can regulators help to align shareholder value creation
with the public interest
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
India tiene ahora un aeropuerto alimentado completamente por
energía solar
Publicada en www.mashable.com, 20/08/2015.

The Indian city of Cochin is now home to the first international airport that is
completely powered by solar energy. Local officials in the Indian state of Kerala
marked the opening of a Cochin International Airport's massive solar plant
Tuesday. The massive solar plant providing power to the airport is made up of
more than 46,000 solar panels spread across a 45-acre stretch of land near the
airport's cargo complex. All in all, the airport will have between 50 and 60
thousand units of electricity a day, thanks to the plant — enough to make the
airport "absolutely power neutral," according to a statement.
ver más...

Una nueva tecnología capaz de expander la iluminación LED
reduciendo consumo y emisiones de gases de efecto invernadero
Publicada en Phys.org_Light emitting diode, 19/08/2015.

Highly efficient, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) could slash the world's electricity
consumption. They are already sold in stores, but more widespread adoption of
the technology has been hindered by high costs due to limited availability of raw
materials and difficulties in achieving acceptable light quality. But researchers will
report today that they have overcome these obstacles and have developed a less
expensive, more sustainable white LED. The scientists will discuss their research
at the 250th National Meeting & Exposition of the American Chemical Society
(ACS).
ver más...

La eficiencia de las celdas solares puede doblarse con novedosa
antena "verde"
Publicada en Phys.org_Light emitting diode, 18/08/2015.

The use of solar energy in the U.S. is growing, but panels on rooftops are still a
rare sight. They cost thousands of dollars, and homeowners don't recoup costs
for years even in the sunniest or best-subsidized locales. But scientists may have
a solution. They report today the development of a unique, "green" antenna that
could potentially double the efficiencies of certain kinds of solar cells and make
them more affordable.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Redes de Sensores y Smart Cities
Publicada en URENIO, 17/08/2015.

Posted by Nicos Komninos at 17 August 2015 in Intelligent / Smart Cities Solutions. Urban sensor netsSensor
networks, big data, analytics, and urban operation centres are becoming a mainstream solution for smart cities.
Sensors can measure, track and locate a wide variety of factors in the urban environment. Data from sensors can be
analysed and used to run systems more efficiently and effectively, improving services for citizens while reducing the
cost of government operations.
ver más...

Energía Solar en Escocia
Publicada en Refocus_Photovoltaics (PV), 17/08/2015.

Whilst DECC last week indicated moves to reduce the Feed-in-Tariff and Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) subsidies
in the UK and set proposals to reduce the Renewables Obligation support, there remains strong political and public
support for greater deployment of solar in Scotland. Scottish Energy Minister Fergus Ewing said: “Scotland is at the
forefront of the renewables industry and solar is an important part of our renewable mix. We are actively seeking to
encourage greater deployment of solar on the roofs of more Scottish homes and businesses to help them generate
their own cheaper and greener supply of electricity.”
ver más...

Pagar por la energía Solar
Publicada en www.technologyreview.com, 17/08/2015.

SolarCity’s massive new manufacturing plant in Buffalo, New York, reflects a
booming demand for solar power. Is it sustainable? By David Rotman on August
17, 2015. The rail cars that once carried iron ore around Republic Steel’s
sprawling plant at the edge of downtown Buffalo, New York, were plowed under
when the steel company abandoned the location in 1984. They were recently
discovered when excavation began for the so-called gigafactory to be operated
by SolarCity, the country’s leading supplier of solar panels. Now the rusted cars
and a scattering of other relics from the days of Republic Steel greet visitors to
the construction site, a reminder of the city’s past manufacturing might and a
testament to the dream that North America’s largest solar-panel manufacturing
facility can help revive it.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
La tecnología led llega a 60 estaciones del Metro de Madrid
Publicada en Domótica Usuarios, 13/08/2015.

Autor: Domótica Noticias. La iluminación led, en la que es un referente el Grupo Vip Home, comenzó a implantarse
hace algún tiempo en el metro de Madrid y ahora pretende que esté más presente aún. Por eso, se ha dado a
conocer que en los próximos meses un total de sesenta estaciones del citado medio de transporte ya dispondrán de
ese tipo de luz.
ver más...

Los Termostatos inteligentes, entre las categorías de productos
domóticos más fuertes
Publicada en Home Toys, 13/08/2015.

International research firm to host Smart Energy Summit: Engaging the Consumer on February 22-24 in Austin,
Texas. 08/13/15, 10:13 AM | Security & Communication, Energy & Other Home Systems | Parks Associates | smart
home. Dallas, TX, August 13, 2015 - Parks Associates today announced the topics and call for papers for Smart
Energy Summit: Engaging the Consumer, February 22-24, 2016, at the Omni Hotel Downtown in Austin, Texas. The
seventh-annual conference will address the expanding market for energy solutions and home controls and its impact
on utilities, service providers, retailers, manufacturers, and consumers.
ver más...

Una aplicación móvil para reducir el consumo energético un 20% en
los hogares de Suecia
Publicada en http://www.kic-innoenergy.com/, 13/08/2015.

SBAB partners with Greenely to help its mortgage customers’ reduce their
energy use with ‘The Energy Tree’ app. Greenely is working with SBAB Bank to
provide its internationally awarded mobile application to more than 200,000
households in Sweden. The app analyses large amounts of data from the smart
power grid to discover trends in households’ energy behaviours, and encourages
users to consume less energy through personalised feedback and guidance.
Greenely is supported and financed by KIC InnoEnergy, the innovation engine for
Europe’s energy industry, and KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Equipo de investigadores usa luz inteligente y sombras para trazar
la postura humana
Publicada en Phys.org_Light emitting diode, 11/08/2015.

A Dartmouth College team has created the first light-sensing system that
reconstructs human postures continuously and unobtrusively, furthering efforts to
create smart spaces in which people control their environment with simple
gestures. The findings and a demonstration video will be presented Sept. 9 at
MobiCom, the 21st annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and
Networking.
ver más...

Reducción de pérdidas de Energía en los Transistores Bipolares de
Puerta Aislada (IGBT)
Publicada en Power Electronics Technology , 10/08/2015.

Fairchild Semiconductor has lowered energy loss by 30% in its 4th generation
650V and 1200V IGBT devices. Using a design approach tailored for high and
medium speed switching applications in industrial and automotive markets,
Fairchild has delivered high-performance with very strong latch up immunity for
ruggedness and reliability. Fairchild demonstrated the approach with test results
of several applications at PCIM Europe 2015.
ver más...

Usan métodos integrados para crear iluminación LED eficiente con
Quantum Dots
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 09/08/2015.

Recently, quantum dots (QDs)—nano-sized semiconductor particles that produce
bright, sharp, color light—have moved from the research lab into commercial
products like high-end TVs, e-readers, laptops, and even some LED lighting.
However, QDs are expensive to make so there’s a push to improve their
performance and efficiency, while lowering their fabrication costs.A team of
researchers from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has recently
produced some promising results toward that goal, developing a new method to
extract more efficient and polarized light from quantum dots (QDs) over a largescale area. Their method, which combines QD and photonic crystal technology,
could lead to brighter and more efficient mobile phone, tablet, and computer
displays, as well as enhanced LED lighting.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Toledo presenta su proyecto de ciudad inteligente
Publicada en Domótica Usuarios, 07/08/2015.

Autor: Domótica noticias. Al igual que otras muchas urbes de España, Toledo
tiene claro que uno de sus objetivos a corto y medio plazo es convertirse en
ciudad inteligente, en pro del bienestar y la calidad de vida de sus vecinos. Por
ese motivo, estos días ha procedido a presentar el proyecto con el que pretende
conseguirlo.
ver más...

Microestructuras del suelo marino para encender bombillas
Publicada en Phys.org_Light emitting diode, 06/08/2015.

One of the key necessities for life on our planet is electricity. That's not to say
that life requires a plug and socket, but everything from shrubs to ants to people
harnesses energy via the transfer of electrons—the basis of electricity. Some
experts think that the very first cell-like organisms on Earth channeled electricity
from the seafloor using bubbling, chimney-shaped structures, also known as
chemical gardens.
ver más...

Tripwire detecta vulnerabilidades de seguridad en algunos
populares Hubs domóticos
Publicada en Home Toys, 05/08/2015.

New research finds zero-day vulnerabilities in Amazon’s top-selling smart home systems. 08/05/15, 11:08 AM |
Automation & Control, Security & Communication | Smart Hub. PORTLAND, Ore.--Tripwire, Inc., a leading global
provider of advanced threat, security and compliance management solutions, today announced results of an
extensive security assessment of three top-selling smart home automation hub products available on Amazon. The
research uncovered zero-day flaws in each hub that could allow hackers to take control of smart home functionalities.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
363MW de capacidad fotovoltaica en Latinoamérica en el segundo
cuatrimestre de 2015, según GTM Research
Publicada en PVTech_PV Module, 04/08/2015.

In its new Q2 2015 Latin American PV Playbook released on Tuesday, GTM Research noted that 363MW of new
operational capacity for utility-scale PV came online in Latin America during the second quarter of 2015. The new
total stands as an 80% improvement year over year, and is the largest quarter for growth in the history of the Latin
America market.
ver más...

Según reciente estudio, las celdas solares de Perovskita pueden
recuperar su coste energético en tres meses
Publicada en www.gizmag.com, 04/08/2015.

Scientists at Northwestern University and the U.S. Department of Energy have
found that perovskite cells, one of the most promising solar technologies of
recent years, can repay their energy cost over 10 times faster than traditional
silicon-based solar cells. The finding confirms that, once issues related to cell
longevity are ironed out, perovskite cells could soon bring us solar energy on the
cheap, and do so with less impact on the environment over their lifetime.
ver más...

Bioingenieros de Berkley usan luces LED para accelerar la
replicación del ADN
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 03/08/2015.

New technology developed by UC Berkeley bioengineers promises to make a
workhorse lab tool cheaper, more portable and many times faster by accelerating
the heating and cooling of genetic samples with the switch of a light. This
turbocharged thermal cycling, described in a paper published July 31 in the
journal Light: Science & Application, greatly expands the clinical and research
applications of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test, with results ready in
minutes instead of an hour or more.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
La ciudad de Abu Dhabi ha ahorrado casi 1 millon de Dólares con
su despliegue de iluminación LED
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 02/08/2015.

Abu Dhabi, the capital of UAE has saved nearly US $1 million in energy costs, since rolling out its LED public lighting
retrofit initiative, reported Utilities-me.com. According to Abu Dhabi Municipality (ADM), the lighting upgrades is
expected to help the city reduce carbon emissions by 75%, and cut maintenance costs by about 40% to 80%. City
officials confirmed the total gains from the LED lighting upgrades has generated savings equivalent to DH 3.28 million
(US $900,000), reported The Gulf News.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
EMPRESAS Y MERCADOS
Toshiba expande su línea de LEDs de alta potencia para
aplicaciones de iluminación
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 30/08/2015.

Toshiba Corporation’s Semiconductor & Storage Products Company today
announced the addition of 4 new products to its line-up of the “TL1L4 series” of
high power white LEDs, that achieve high luminous flux of 140lm(min.). Shipment
of the new products starts from today.
ver más...

ON World ha realizado 500 millones de entregas de Chipsets de
redes de sensores inalámbricos para Hogares Inteligentes en 2020
Publicada en Home Toys, 27/08/2015.

ON World’s recently completed survey with 1000 consumers found that 1 in 3 are likely to use a smart home sensing
system within the next three years. Of those interested in smart home products, nearly all would like to integrate two
or more smart home applications. Rapidly growing demand for smart home products and services has created a
challenging environment for wireless sensor network (WSN) developers to keep pace, according to global technology
research firm ON World
ver más...

¿Me conviene instalar paneles solares? La nueva herramienta de
Google te puede ayudar a saberlo
Publicada en www.vox.com, 27/08/2015.

Solar panels are all the rage these days. But it's a complicated process to figure
out whether a rooftop system makes financial sense for your particular home.
What kind of roof do you have? How much sun does it get? What kind of
financing is available? How much are your electricity bills right now? The
answers to these questions can vary from place to place, home to home.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Verizon anuncia disponibilidad de hum, su tecnología para
vehículos inteligentes conectados
Publicada en PR Newswire: Wireless Communications, 26/08/2015.

ATLANTA, Aug. 26, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Verizon Telematics today announced the commercial availability of hum,
an aftermarket vehicle technology and subscription service that enables drivers on the road to make their car smarter
through a simple solution regardless of their wireless service provider. First announced in January at the North
American International Auto Show as Verizon Vehicle, hum provides subscribers with a self-installed solution that
helps predict potential issues, prevents breakdowns and offers protection when problems do arise. At the simple
press of a button, drivers receive diagnostic information, pinpoint roadside assistance and live consultation with ASEcertified mechanics and emergency personnel on-demand.
ver más...

Elon Musk compra más Stocks de SolarCity
Publicada en PV Magazine, 25/08/2015.

SolarCity stock has seen a series of ups and downs in recent days, falling to its
lowest level since October 2013 over the weekend. However, the stock showed a
modest recovery following Musk's move.Solar stocks have been taken a beating
across the board this summer, first from a faulty association with oil prices and in
the last week as a casualty of global market woes. Some have been hit worse
than others.
ver más...

Samsung empezará a vender este mes SmartThings, su nuevo Hub
domótico
Publicada en www.sammobile.com, 23/08/2015.

Earlier this year, we reported that Samsung has delayed the release of
SmartThings’ new home automation products till Q3 2015. Now, SmartThings
has announced through its blog that its new-generation home automation hubs
will be available to purchase starting next month. Interested customers can preorder the hub from Amazon for $99 to be the first in line to receive the device.
ver más...
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El pequeño fotosensor de Creston permite ahorrar energía en
sistemas domóticos
Publicada en CePro, 18/08/2015.

By Robert Archer, August 18, 2015. Crestron Electronics is shipping its new
GLS-LDL-EX-BATT dual-loop photosensor, a wireless device that utilizes
Crestron’s ZigBee-based Infinet EX protocol for communicating with a home
automation system. When integrated with lighting (or motorized shades and other
smart devices), the photocell can help residential and commercial property
owners cut their electrical consumption in new and retrofit environments.
ver más...

Optimum Energy consigue financiación para expandir las ventas de
su plataforma de Eficiencia Energética
Publicada en GreenTechMedia GTM - Energy Efficiency News, 18/08/2015.

Optimum Energy recently closed $10 million of a $20 million round to expand the sales of its energy-efficiency
platform, which cuts the cost of commercial cooling. Cooling in large buildings can account for up to half of total
energy costs. The OptiCx platform provides real-time dynamic commissioning for large commercial HVAC systems,
from the chillers to tower fans to pumps and valves. The algorithms regulate airflow while using less of everything,
from fan power and chilled water to heating energy.
ver más...

Skanska gana proyecto de Iluminación LED de 63.89 Millones de
Dólares en Gloucestershire (Reino Unido)
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 17/08/2015.

The county council has announced that Skanska has been awarded the contract
to provide Gloucestershire's LED lighting scheme. In July 2014, the cabinet
agreed that the council should begin a competitive tender process for a contract
covering an LED lighting scheme and the general maintenance of the council's
street lighting, lit signs and bollards. This will be for up to 12 years with an
estimate full life value of GBP 41 million (US $ 63.89 million).
ver más...
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Alarm.com construye su propio Termostato Inteligente
Publicada en GreenTechMedia GTM - Energy Efficiency News, 13/08/2015.

The security dealer layers on lots of bells and whistles as it seeks smart-home
market dominance. Katherine Tweed. August 13, 2015. There is no shortage of
intelligent digital thermostats on the market today. But security company
Alarm.com didn’t feel that any available products integrated with its own security
offering in exactly the way it wanted. So the company recently launched its own
thermostat to provide another option to its network of dealers.
ver más...

El Control Inteligente de Horus con Z-Wave gana la competición
Start Tel Aviv 2015
Publicada en Home Toys, 10/08/2015.

Start Tel Aviv 2015 Colombia is an international entrepreneurship competition organized by Israeli Ministry of Foreign
Affairs with the Support of Innpulsa Colombia and Claro. 08/10/15, 02:26 PM | Automation & Control, Energy & Other
Home Systems | Z-Wave Alliance | Z-wave. Horus Smart Control, a home automation system designed under ZWave protocol, won the Start Tel Aviv 2015 competition and will represent Colombia in the DLD Tel Aviv Innovation
Festival 2015. Start Tel Aviv 2015 Colombia is an international entrepreneurship competition organized by Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs with the Support of Innpulsa Colombia and Claro
ver más...

Fibaro lanza hub domótico para su ecosistema de hogar conectado
Publicada en Home Toys, 10/08/2015.

Allows For Complete Control Over Hundreds of Home Automation Scenarios, Enhancing Convenience, Safety and
Energy Efficiency 08/10/15, 02:28 PM | Automation & Control, Energy & Other Home Systems | Fibar Group | smart
home (CHICAGO, August 7, 2015) -- FIBARO, a leading European manufacturer of wireless, intelligent home
automation systems, announces the availability in the United States of Home Center 2, the centerpiece of FIBARO's
total connected home ecosystem.
ver más...
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¿Ha estallado la burbuja del automontaje de Casas Inteligentes?
Publicada en CePro, 07/08/2015.

By Grant Clauser, August 07, 2015. A recent report from Argus Insights says that
consumer demand for DIY connected home products, epitomized by the Nest
thermostat, but also including wireless security cameras and lighting control
systems, dropped dramatically in the first half of 2015. But that doesn’t mean that
the promise of the smart home is dead—it just hasn’t arrived yet.
ver más...

Kyocera implementa la mayor autopista con Iluminación LED Solar
de Brasil
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 06/08/2015.

Kyocera Corporation and Kyocera Solar, Inc. announced today that Kyocera is completing Brazil&rsquo;s largest
highway solar-lighting project on the Arco Metropolitano do Rio de Janeiro, a highway project connecting the five
main highways crossing Rio de Janeiro. Slightly more than half of the 145-kilometer highway will be lit at night by
stand-alone solar streetlights powered by Kyocera solar modules, installed by Soter over the last two years with
funding from the Rio de Janeiro State Government.
ver más...

Nuevo Controlador LED convertidor de corriente para la
automoción de Allegro MicroSystems
Publicada en Power Electronics Technology , 06/08/2015.

Allegro MicroSystems has introduced a new DC-DC converter controller,
providing a programmable constant current output for driving high power LEDs in
series. Allegro's A6271 controller is based on a programmable fixed frequency,
peak current mode control architecture. The DC-DC converter can be configured
in a myriad of different switching configurations including boost, buck-boost,
SEPIC and buck (ground referenced switch). This new device is designed for
automotive exterior lighting applications to include high power LED lighting
systems, fog lights, reversing lights, daytime running lights (DRLs), position
lights, and headlights.
ver más...
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La más prometedora solución de Seguridad domótica de Adobe en
mucho tiempo
Publicada en CePro, 04/08/2015.

By Julie Jacobson, August 04, 2015. Abode is a new security and home
automation system that offers the most promising technological and business
platform I’ve seen in a very long time. It is more than the classic “home
automation hub” with ZigBee, Z-Wave and additional smart-home protocols. It is
also a complete UL-certified security system with a pay-as-you-go professional
monitoring option. And it has a perfect blend of both DIY and professional
sensibilities.
ver más...

Auge y caída de Control4: el problema con los analistas de
domótica
Publicada en CePro, 03/08/2015.

By Julie Jacobson, August 03, 2015. Last Friday Control4 (Nasdaq: CTRL), a leading manufacturer of professionally
installed home automation systems, announced record revenues for Q2 2015. After the formal presentation, an
investor from Morgan Stanley asked a question that should haunt anyone watching smart-home stocks—all two of
them, including CTRL and Alarm.com (Nasdaq: ALRM).
ver más...

NetZed, la vivienda Cero Energía Neta de Tower Labs
Publicada en towerlabs.org, 01/08/2015.

NetZED is project by Tower Labs @MaRS. Research Alliance. Our goal is to provide highrise builders with a program
for offering Eco-reverent and Luxurious urban lifestyles with the smallest possible carbon footprint.Tower Labs is a
collaborative non-profit green building technology accelerator based at the MaRS Discovery District in Toronto,
Canada. Our founders and sponsors include Tridel, one of North America's leading highrise residential builders, and
technology partners who are looking to transform the built environment.
ver más...
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PATENTES
US2015241042 (A1) Aparato de Bombilla LED Pivotable
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): QTOP USA INC[US] +
A pivotable LED light bulb apparatus comprising a housing and an LED assembly. The housing has a lower portion
attachable to a light socket and an upper portion. The upper portion has an LED assembly with a plurality of LED
elements disposed thereon. The lower portion of the housing pivots relative to the upper portion of the housing.
ver más...

US2015238023 (A1) Sistema de Control de Cama ajustable via Red
Domótica
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): RAWLS-MEEHAN MARTIN B[US] +
This disclosure concerns a handheld control with a user interface adapted to
facilitate a user in adjusting a parameter of an adjustable bed and a parameter of
a home control system. A display on the user interface displays a graphical
representation of the adjustable bed parameter and a graphical representation of
the home control system parameter.
ver más...

US2015241018 (A1) Fijación de luminaria LED para vehículo
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): FORD GLOBAL TECH LLC[US] +
A vehicle headlight includes a headlight housing including an external lens and an outer wall that define a headlight
interior and a lighting element including a light-emitting diode lamp and an internal heatsink coupled to at least a
portion of the lamp. The lamp is in thermal communication with the internal heatsink. The lighting element is disposed
within the headlight interior and coupled to an element receptacle defined by the outer wall. The internal heatsink of
the lighting element is in thermal communication with the external lens.
ver más...
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US2015241044 (A1) Dispositivo de Iluminación LED Universal y
método
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): CATALANO ANTHONY[US]; HARRISON DANIEL J[US] +
Disclosed is a method and apparatus for providing a light emitting diode and
driving circuitry integrated into a component module that will retrofit common
incandescent lightbulb applications. The disclosed embodiments will perform with
high efficiency at a wide operating voltage range with a very small size allowing
for the incorporation within the envelope and form of existing lightbulb bases.
Therefore, a single universal LED light bulb module can be used to replace the
dozens of conventional LED and incandescent lights currently being used. The
electronic circuitries used to drive the LEDs are extremely compact and
consequently can be incorporated in nearly any standard bulb base.
ver más...

US2015241052 (A1) Componente de Construcción
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): FURMANEK MAREK[US] +
The presented invention facilitates creation of floors and other utilitarian spaces incorporating supplementary,
illuminated decorations. It may be utilized in house and public facilities building-oriented branches of construction
industry, and in the furniture joinery industry. It can also be incorporated into already finished spaces. The building
component is characteristic due to the fact that it is based on utilization of the bottom layer (7), the satisfactory
thickness of which shall oscillate around 2 18 mm, intermediate light forwarding layer (3), the thickness of which shall
range from 3 to 18 mm (the additional elements of the design, such as indents, and/or engraves, and/or channels, in
which light elements (4) are situated, and/or light mat (8), and top layer (1), the thickness of which shall oscillate
around 1 18 mm, and in which the elements of the design, such as decorative indents, shall be also incorporated (2).
The aforementioned elements shall be filled with a special material, such as resin, and/or glass, and/or adhesive
substances, and/or transparent substances. The utilized light sources (4) are LED diodes and/or LED diode sets,
and/or optical fibers, and/or halogen lamps, and/or cold cathodes, and/or light mat. The aforementioned light sources
(4) are located in a circular manner, and/or separate fashion, and/or between the bottom layer (7) and the top layer
(1). The building component may incorporate a heating mat (6) situated below the light mat, as well as an additional
layer (9), preferably of the thickness of 1 12 mm and supplementary elements of the design (10), preferably of the
thickness of 1 12 mm.
ver más...
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US2015244990 (A1) Sensor de visión, sistema y método de control
domótico
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD[KR] +
A view sensor, a home control system including the view sensor, and a method of controlling the home control
system are provided. The view sensor includes: a lens unit configured to receive light in order to capture an image or
project light in order to display the image; an image acquirer configured to acquire the image by using the light
received from the lens unit; a projector configured to provide light to the lens unit in order to display the image; a
beam splitter configured to provide the image acquirer with the light received from the lens unit or transmit the light
generated by the projector to the lens unit; and a controller configured to, in response to the image being captured,
control the beam splitter to provide the image acquirer with the light received from the lens and, in response to the
image being displayed, control the beam splitter to provide the lens unit with the light generated by the projector.
ver más...

US2015245431 (A1) Dispositivo Controlador y método de control de
una carga, en particular una unidad LED
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 26/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): KONINK PHILIPS[NL] + The present invention relates to a driver
device (10) for driving a load (18), in particular an LED (18) unit having one or
more LEDs, comprising input terminals (14, 16) for connecting the driver device
(10) to a voltage supply (12) and for receiving an input voltage (V10) from the
voltage supply (12), an output terminal for connecting the driver device (10) to
the load (18), an converter unit (24) for converting a drive voltage to an output
(V20) voltage for powering the load (18), a switching unit (20, 22) connected to
the input terminals (14, 16) for providing different voltage levels as the drive
voltage to the converter unit (24), and a control unit (28) for controlling the
switching unit (20, 22) on the basis of an electrical converter signal (V12; V13;
I12; I13) measured at a member (30, 36) of the converter unit (24) and a
reference signal (Vth) having an alternating component to provide an out put
signal (V20) having an alternating signal component on the basis of the
alternating component of the reference signal (Vth).

ver más...
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US9115856 (B1) Sistema de Iluminación reubicable con Energía
Solar
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 24/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): ROBINSON JANET K[US] +
A solar-powered relocatable lighting system includes a light module including a support frame having a light-emitting
diode module, rechargeable batteries, and photovoltaic panels, a removable shade assembly configured to cover the
light module, and a plurality of support arms configured to removably connect to the support frame of the light
module. The plurality of support arms provides multiple configurations for use and charging the solar-powered
relocatable lighting system.

ver más...

US9119245 (B1) Sistema controlador LED con control de
oscurecimiento
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 24/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): YANG CHIN-HSIN[TW] +
A light emitting diode driving system with precise timing switched dimming control used for driving light emitting diode
elements is provided, which comprises a power detection unit, a timer control logic, a light emitting diode dimming
driver, and a power supply unit being able to overcome different conditions of power source, switch leakage, and
system elements to design the timer dimming with steady and precise working status, and solve problems of each of
the independent systems which are not synchronized due to imprecisely timed under power-off condition, while
providing various dimming mode for users, and a dimming method using aforementioned LED driving system.
ver más...

US2015233553 (A1) Estructura de posicionamiento para pantalla de
lámpara
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 19/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): HO SU-FANG[TW] +
A positioning structure for lamp shade comprises a bracket; a main lamp holder having a lighting bulb mounted
thereon; and a lamp shade covering the main lamp holder; wherein the bracket is a hollow tube having a thread
section an upper end; a screw nut is provided for screwing the thread section; an LED bulb is arranged at the upper
end of the bracket; at least a wire passes through the hollow tube of the bracket, and has an end connected to the
power and the other end electrically connected to the main lamp holder and the LED bulb. Further, the positioning
portion has a notch in a C-shaped. Whereby the notch of the positioning portion is combined with the thread section
from a side of the bracket, and the screw nut is upward rotated for fixing the lamp shade on the bracket for easily
removed.
ver más...
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US2015236178 (A1) Film semiconductor, Método para producirlo,
Celda Solar, Diodo Emisor de Luz, Transistor de Película delgada y
Dispositivo Electrónico
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 19/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): FUJIFILM CORP[JP] +
A semiconductor film, including: an assembly of semiconductor quantum dots containing a metal atom; and at least
one ligand that is coordinated to the semiconductor quantum dots and that is selected from a ligand represented by
Formula (A), a ligand represented by Formula (B), and a ligand represented by Formula (C): wherein, in Formula (A),
X1 represents -SH, -NH2, or -OH; and each of A1 and B1 independently represents a hydrogen atom or a substituent
having from 1 to 10 atoms; provided that when A1 and B1 are both hydrogen atoms, X1 represents -SH or -OH; in
Formula (B), X2 represents -SH, -NH2, or -OH; and each of A2 and B2 independently represents a hydrogen atom or
a substituent having from 1 to 10 atoms; and in Formula (C), A3 represents a hydrogen atom or a substituent having
from 1 to 10 atoms.
ver más...

US2015236287 (A1) Transferencia de Energía Excitrónica para
aumentar Eficiencia de Celda Solar Inorgánica
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 19/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): FORREST STEPHEN R[US]; THOMPSON MARK E[US]; UNIV
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA[US] +
The present disclosure relates to a photosensitive optoelectronic device
comprising two electrodes, an inorganic subcell positioned between the two
electrodes, wherein the inorganic subcell comprises at least one inorganic
semiconductor material having a band gap energy (EG), and an organic
sensitizing window layer disposed on the inorganic subcell. In one aspect, the
organic sensitizing window layer comprises a singlet fission material. In another
aspect, the organic sensitizing window layer comprises a singlet fission host and
a phosphorescent emitter dopant, where the singlet fission host exhibits an
excitation triplet energy (ET-SF) greater than or equal to an excitation triplet
energy (ET-PE) exhibited by the phosphorescent emitter dopant.
ver más...
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US2015236908 (A1) Método y Aparato para gestionar el acceso a
información para registro de dispositivo en servicio de Hogar
Inteligente
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 19/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD[KR] +
Methods and apparatuses are provided for managing access information for registration of a device in a smart home
service. A validity period of a refresh token for updating an access token of a first device, from a device list for the
smart home service, registered in a connectivity server, is checked, when the device list is received from a server.
The server is requested to re-register the first device, when a period to the validity period is less than a
predetermined threshold period.
ver más...

US2015237700 (A1) Sistemas y Métodos para controlar Color y
Brillo de Dispositivos Lumínicos
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 19/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): HUNTER INDUSTRIES[US] +
Systems and methods are provided to control the color and brightness of LED lighting. A control signal generator
generates a hybrid control signal using pulse width modulation and analog control to drive an LED driver with
increased resolution to maintain color mixing while adjusting brightness of the LED lighting.
ver más...

US2015226393 (A1) LED Retroajustable con disipador de Calor
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): BRIDGELUX INC[US] +
A light source includes one or more solid state light emitting devices, a heat
spreader thermally coupled to the one or more light emitting devices, and a
mounting carriage configured to mount the one or more solid state light emitting
devices in a lighting fixture light and thermally couple the heat spreader to the
lighting fixture.
ver más...
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US2015226446 (A1) Sistema y Métodos de Control de la Eficiencia
del Consumo de Energía
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): OPTIMUM ENERGY[US] +
A controller is configured to exchange information with a building automation
system and includes various executable programs for determining a real time
operating efficiency, simulating a predicted or theoretical operating efficiency,
comparing the same, and then adjusting one or more operating parameters on
equipment utilized by a building's HVAC system. The controller operates to
adjust an operating efficiency of the HVAC system. An adjustment module
utilized by the controller may modify the HVAC equipment parameters based on
the likelihood that various HVAC equipment operates in parallel and on-line near
its natural operating curve. In addition, the adjustment module may include a selflearning aspect that permits the controller to more efficiently make similar, future
adjustments as needed.
ver más...

US2015226903 (A1) Aparato lumínico confinando luz por reflexión
interna
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): SHANI YOSI[IL]; ARBIV DAFNA B[IL]; SCHIFFMANN BARUCH[IL]; BADIHI AVNER[IL]; FINE ERAN
[IL]; SEGAL GADI[IL] +
In various embodiments, an illumination apparatus includes an air gap between a sub-assembly and a waveguide
attached thereto at a plurality of discrete attachment points, as well as a bare-die light-emitting diode encapsulated by
the waveguide.
ver más...

US2015227118 (A1) Sistema de Aprendizaje del Comportamiento del
Usuario en Hogar Inteligente
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): ORACLE INT CORP[US] +
A system and method for facilitating automatic control of devices, such as network-coupled home appliances. An
example method includes receiving and storing data available from plural devices, resulting in stored data;
determining a pattern in the stored data; using the pattern to generate one or more control signals; and forwarding the
one or more control signals to one or more of the plural devices to selectively control one or more device features or
behaviors consistent with the pattern. In a more specific embodiment, the method further includes collecting a first set
of data from one or more devices; obtaining a second set of data from a server coupled to a network; analyzing the
first set of data and the second set of data to determine one or more predictive control signals; and employing the
one or more control signals to adjust one or more behaviors of the one or more devices.
ver más...
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WO2015117487 (A1) Sistema de Implementación de Hogar
Inteligente, Gateway y Computador de Almacenamiento
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): ZTE CORP[CN] +
Disclosed are a smart home implementation system and method, a home gateway and a computer storage medium.
The method comprises: collecting sensor information related to a home environment; analysing the collected sensor
information, and determining a task needing to be executed; and controlling a corresponding home device to execute
the task needing to be executed. The home gateway comprises: an environment proxy module which is configured to
collect sensor information related to a home environment; a management proxy module which is configured to
analyse the sensor information collected by the environment proxy module, determine a task needing to be executed,
and control an execution proxy module to execute same; and an execution proxy module which is configured to
control a corresponding home device to execute the task needing to be executed which is determined by the
management proxy module.
ver más...

WO2015118530 (A1) Sistema y Métodos de Rastreo de Vehículos
Publicada en Espacenet_TELECO, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): ERM ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD[IL] +
The invention concerns a vehicle tracking network including a plurality of subscriber vehicles and a control-center;
and systems and methods for tracking vehicles, which are subscribers to such vehicle tracking network. In certain
implementations, the method for tracking a subscriber vehicle includes the following operations carried out at the
subscriber vehicle: monitoring operation of one or more services related to at least one of a wireless network
communication service and positioning service associated with the subscriber vehicle; upon detecting a failure in at
least one of said services, generating a corresponding distress signal encoded to be identifiable by other subscriber
vehicle(s) of the vehicle tracking network; and broadcasting the encoded distress signal such that it is detectable by
one or more of the other subscriber vehicles of the vehicle tracking network, which are located in the vicinity of the
subscriber vehicle broadcasting the distress signal. Another subscriber vehicle(s), which receive the distress signal,
may thereby initiate automatic notification of the condition of the vehicle broadcasting the distress signal to the control
center.
ver más...
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WO2015119390 (A1) Dispositivo de Luz y Calor combinados
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 12/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): LEE BYUNG HACK[KR]; SHINHAN ELECTRIC[KR]; K2LENG CO LTD[KR]; PARK MYOUNG HEE
[KR]; LEE KWANG SUNG[KR] +
The present invention relates to a combined lighting and heating device. To this end, the present invention provides a
combined lighting and heating device, in which a heating means (20) and an LED lamp (30) are included in a frame
(10) of a heating lighting device (1) attached to a ceiling or a wall surface so as to neutralize contaminants by farinfrared radiation energy and to raise the uniform indoor temperature by a heating function of a lighting device. The
present invention having the above configuration neutralizes contaminants by far-infrared radiation energy and raises
the uniform indoor temperature by the heating function of the lighting device, thereby significantly improving the
quality and reliability of a product and satisfying various demands (needs) of consumers who use the product so as to
create a good product image.
ver más...

USD736442 (S1) Proyector LED Recargable
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 10/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): ALERT SAFETY LITE PRODUCTS CO INC[US]; ALERT STAMPING & MFG[US] +
Resumen no disponible para USD736442 (S1)
ver más...

USD736448 (S1) Módulo de luminaria LED autónomo con energía
solar
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 10/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): RSR SALES INC[US] +
Abstract not available for USD736448 (S1)
ver más...

HK1156386 (A1) Luminaria Urbana LED con Sistema de Generación
de Energía
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 06/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): KEUN CHAN SZE +
An LED illuminating street lamp with a power generation system includes a thermal power generation system with a
heat-absorbing power generation vacuum tube, a road surface pressure device connected with a pressure power
generation system, and a solar power generation system. The solar power generation system, the thermal power
generation system, and the pressure power generation system are connected with a central controller. The central
controller is connected with a DC/DC converter.
ver más...
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KR20150091029 (A) LED blanco y pantalla de cristal líquido
incluyendo el mismo
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 06/08/2015.

Solicitante (s): SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD[KR]
A white light emitting diode includes a blue light emitting diode ("LED") light source, and a light conversion layer
which converts incident light from the blue LED light source into white light. The light conversion layer includes a
green light emitting semiconductor nanocrystal and a red light emitting semiconductor nanocrystal. The white light
emitting diode has a red, green and blue color ("RGB") color locus which is within a chrominance error range (+4[Delta]E*ab) locus from the constant hue locus of each of sRGB color coordinates, or within a chrominance error
range (+-4[Delta]E*ab) locus from the constant hue locus of each of AdobeRGB color coordinates.
ver más...

KR20150091029 (A) Miembro disipador de Calor de Tipo de
conexión para LED
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 05/08/2015.

Solicitante(s):
The present invention relates to a heat from the LED elements and the LED elements are mounted a printed circuit
board (Printed Circuit Board, PCB) to the heat radiating member for LED for radiating the air, and the printed wiring
board mounted on an upper surface a plurality of radiating block having a heat sink, surrounding the outside of the
radiator block; The field of the connection-oriented heat radiating member for LED comprises a tubular heat radiation
of the heat radiation tube is fastened to the block inserted in the longitudinal direction on the outside of the heat
radiation block form.
ver más...

US2015220075 (A1) Sistema y Método de Control Remoto de
Dispositivos para el Hogar sin cambios de infraestructura
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 05/08/2015.

Solicitante(s): SWITCHBEE LTD[IL] +
The present invention relates to a system and method for controlling a plurality of
appliances, which may be part of a smart home or environment. The method and
system according to embodiments of the invention enable using a single easily
programmable controller to control a plurality of appliances, each appliance using
its own pre-existing control application, with no changes of infrastructure
required. Additionally, a single controller, according to embodiments of the
invention may enable remote control of appliances over a wide area.
ver más...
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Improved efficiency and stable lifetime in blue phosphorescent
organic light-emitting diodes using a stable exciton blocking layer
Publicada en ScienceDirect_LED, 25/08/2015.

An acridine derived compound, 1,3-bis(9,9-dimethylacridin-10(9H)-yl)benzene (mAP), was investigated as a high
triplet energy hole transport material for improved efficiency and stable lifetime. The mAP hole transport material
showed a high triplet energy of 3.04 eV and good hole transport properties by the acridine moiety. The introduction of
mAP as the hole transport layer of blue phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes doubled the quantum efficiency
of the device while keeping the lifetime of the control device without the mAP hole transport layer.
ver más...

Modeling for home electric energy management: A review
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 25/08/2015.

In recent decades researchers and companies around the world have developed proposals related to Home Energy
Management Systems. This paper presents a review of the most relevant literature published on that subject focused
on infrastructure, communication media – protocols, variables managed by the system, software and the role of the
end user. For this research, around seventy energy management models were studied, and their main advances and
contributions were analyzed. In addition, based on this review and the empties observed on existing home energy
management models, a preliminary model is proposed. In the proposal, the main elements of the studied models are
grouped and the new model is combined with external variables, which influence the implementation of the
management system, to give the end-user its proper role as an active part of the electricity value chain, as a strategy
to contribute with home energy efficiency providing new demand patterns.
ver más...

Home energy management incorporating operational priority of
appliances
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 17/08/2015.

Home energy management (HEM) schemes persuade residential customers to actively participate in price-based
demand response (DR) programs. In these price-based HEM methods, a controller schedules the energy
consumption of household’s controllable appliances in response to electricity price signals, considering various
customer preferences. Although numerous methods have been recently proposed for HEM application, prioritizing the
operation of controllable appliances from the customer’s viewpoint in price-based HEM has not been addressed,
which is the focus of the present paper. To do this, the value of lost load (VOLL) of each appliance is defined to
indicate the operational priority of that appliance from the customer perspective. Considering appliances’ VOLL,
electricity tariffs, and operational constraints of appliances, an optimization problem is proposed to minimize customer
energy and reliability costs. The output of the proposed HEM would be the optimum scheduling of household
electrical demand. Numerical studies illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed HEM method in a smart home,
considering different time-varying electricity pricings.
ver más...
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Organic wrinkles for energy efficient organic light emitting diodes
Publicada en ScienceDirect_LED, 03/08/2015.

Extracting the confined light is of critical significance in achieving highly energy efficient organic light emitting diodes.
To address the task of extracting the confined light, we here synthesize a new type of liquid prepolymer, which
spontaneously forms wrinkles upon ultra-violet light exposure. The spontaneously formed organic wrinkle is
successfully applied not only in extracting the confined light but also in inducing angular spectral stability. Simulations
demonstrate that the wrinkles can lower incident angle of light impinging on the substrate/air interface and thus help
extract a large portion of light delivered to the substrate. In particular, it is shown that geometrical optimization of the
size and aspect ratio of wrinkles is important in obtaining the highest light extraction. With the simplicity of the
process and size controllability, the proposed wrinkle-based approach can be readily realized over a large area,
opening up a new avenue in various photonics applications.
ver más...

Exploring the Critical Quality Attributes and Models of Smart Homes
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 03/08/2015.

Research on smart homes has significantly increased in recent years owing to their considerably improved
affordability and simplicity. However, the challenge is that people have different needs (or attitudes toward smart
homes), and provision should be tailored to individuals. A few studies have classified the functions of smart homes.
Therefore, the Kano model is first adopted as a theoretical base to explore whether the functional classifications of
smart homes are attractive or necessary, or both. Second, three models and test user attitudes toward three function
types of smart homes are proposed. Based on the Kano model, the principal results, namely, two “Attractive Quality”
and nine “Indifferent Quality” items, are found. Verification of the hypotheses also indicates that the entertainment,
security, and automation functions are significantly correlated with the variables “perceive useful” and “attitude.” Cost
consideration is negatively correlated with attitudes toward entertainment and automation. Results suggest that smart
home providers should survey user needs for their product instead of merely producing smart homes based on the
design of the builder or engineer.
ver más...
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Optimal operation of energy storage devices with RESs to improve
efficiency of distribution grids; technical and economical
assessment
Publicada en Science Direct_Publicaciones Fotovoltaica, 03/08/2015.

Electricity distribution grids are a crucial part of power systems as they are providing customers with the power
demanded. This importance, absorbs a huge funding to be invested in this section. To reduce distribution grid losses,
a wide variety of approaches are being deployed including optimal distribution substation placement and network
reconfiguration. Introduction of higher storage capacities has made it possible to use them in power grids while it is
highly appreciated to generate energy in a distributed manner and store it near customers due to environmental
considerations. In this research, the idea of adding energy storage devices to the grid is investigated and its effect is
studied on the efficiency of distribution grids. The objective function introduced in this paper calculates electricity grid
losses while considering limitations of using energy storage devices. Dynamic programming is used to solve the
problem on CIGRÉ low voltage grid as a standard benchmark. Several experiments show efficiency of the proposed
method.
ver más...
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Análisis y Tendencias de Mercado Globales de la Industria de la
Seguridad en el IoT 2015 - 2021
Publicada en Home Toys, 28/08/2015.

Emergence of smart city concept is expected to offer sound opportunity for the market growth in the coming years.
The governments in the developed economies have already taken steps to develop smart cities by deploying Wi-Fi
hotspots at multiple locations within a city.
ver más...

Global Industrial IoT Market: Research report 2015-2019
Publicada en PR Newswire: Internet Technology, 27/08/2015.

LONDON, Aug. 27, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- About industrial IoT
Industrial IoT, also called as Industrial Internet or Industry 4.0, is a network of physical devices, sensors, and
machines connected to the Internet for effective communication of data. It helps in monitoring and controlling
industrial operations from a remote location. Advanced analytics is applied to the vast amount of data generated by
connected devices that help in making intelligent decisions with powerful insights. Industrial IoT helps enterprises to
reduce unplanned downtime, improve machine efficiency, optimize business processes, and improve working
environment.
ver más...

World LED Chip Market Growing at 12.89% CAGR (Revenue Terms)
and 30.20% CAGR (Unit Shipment Terms) to 2019 Forecast New LED
Chips Research Reports
Publicada en PR Newswire: Energy, 26/08/2015.

PUNE, India, August 27, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- The global LED chip market is growing well with government support
and declining ASP per unit of LEDs that will help achieve 12.89% CAGR in terms of revenue and 30.20% CAGR in
terms of unit shipment for the LED chips market during 2014 to 2019. Complete report on LED chip market spread
across 78 pages, analyzing 5 key companies as well as supported with 30 data exhibits is now available at
http://www.rnrmarketresearch.com/global-led-chip-market-2015-2019-market-report.html .
ver más...
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South Korea LED Industry 2015 Market Research Report
Publicada en Researchmoz_Semiconductors, 26/08/2015.

The South Korea LED Industry 2015 Market Research Report is a professional and in-depth study on the current
state of the LED industry.The report provides a basic overview of the industry including definitions, classifications,
applications and industry chain structure. The LED market analysis is provided for the South Korea markets including
development trends, competitive landscape analysis, and key regions development status.Development policies and
plans are discussed as well as manufacturing processes and Bill of Materials cost structures are also analyzed. This
report also states import/export consumption, supply and demand Figures, cost, price, revenue and gross
margins.The report focuses on South Korea major leading industry players providing information such as company
profiles, product picture and specification, capacity, production, price, cost, revenue and contact information.
Upstream raw materials and equipment and downstream demand analysis is also carried out.
ver más...

Big Data in Internet of Things (IoT): Key Trends, Opportunities and
Market Forecasts 2015 - 2020
Publicada en PR Newswire: Internet Technology, 26/08/2015.

LONDON, Aug. 26, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Overview: Billions of devices generate data associated with various
enterprise and consumer lifestyle events such as shopping activity, utility usage and other smart grid data,
advertisement response, status of goods in transport, weather forecasts, traffic conditions, vehicle maintenance,
public transport, downloads and usage of applications, and much more. Big Data and Analytics software and
applications will play a crucial role in making IoT a success. The data generated through sensors embedded in
various things/objects will generate massive amounts of unstructured (big) data on real-time basis that holds the
promise for intelligence and insights for dramatically improved decision processes. However, Big Data in IoT is
different than conventional IoT and thus will require more robust, agile and scalable platforms, analytics tools, and
data storage systems than conventional Big Data infrastructure.
ver más...

2015 Deep Research Report on Global AMOLED Display Industry
Publicada en Researchmoz_Semiconductors, 25/08/2015.

The Global AMOLED Industry Report 2015 is a professional and in-depth study on the current state of the AMOLED
industry.The report provides a basic overview of the industry including definitions, classifications, applications and
industry chain structure. The AMOLED market analysis is provided for the international markets including
development trends, competitive landscape analysis, and key regions development status.Development policies and
plans are also discussed and manufacturing processes and cost structures analyzed. AMOLED industry
import/export consumption, supply and demand figures and cost price and production value gross margins are also
provided.The report focuses on global major leading industry players providing information such as company profiles,
product picture and specification, capacity production, price, cost, production value and contact information.
Upstream raw materials and equipment and downstream demand analysis is also carried out.
ver más...
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El mercado Americano de Hogares Inteligentes: 2015
Publicada en http://www.businessinsider.com/, 21/08/2015.

Smart home devices – like the Nest Thermostat, Canary, and Amazon Echo –
are becoming more prevalent throughout the US. However, mass adoption of
smart home devices will likely be slow; smart home devices' current high prices
and long lifespans (which prolong the time an installed device needs to be
replaced), as well as technological hurdles of the installation process, make fast
widespread adoption unlikely.
ver más...

Global Processors for IoT and Wearables Industry 2015 Market
Research Report
Publicada en Researchmoz_Telecommunications Market Research Reports & Industry Analysis, 18/08/2015.

The Global Processors for IoT and Wearables Industry 2015 Market Research Report is a professional and in-depth
study on the current state of the Processors for IoT and Wearables industry.The report provides a basic overview of
the industry including definitions, classifications, applications and industry chain structure.The Processors for IoT and
Wearables market analysis is provided for the international markets including development trends, competitive
landscape analysis, and key regions development status.Development policies and plans are discussed as well as
manufacturing processes and cost structures are also analyzed. This report also states import/export consumption,
supply and demand Figures, cost, price, revenue and gross margins.The report focuses on global major leading
industry players providing information such as company profiles, product picture and specification, capacity,
production, price, cost, revenue and contact information. Upstream raw materials and equipment a <br><br>Original
Post <a href=http://www.researchmoz.us/global-processors-for-iot-and-wearables-industry-2015-market-researchreport-report.html>Global Processors for IoT and Wearables Industry 2015 Market Research Report</a> <br> source
<a href="http://www.researchmoz.us">Researchmoz</a>
ver más...

Markets and Markets: Smart Lighting Market worth US $8.14 B by
2020
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 17/08/2015.

The report "Smart Lighting Market by Connectivity Technologies (Wired & Wireless), End Users, by Lighting Types
(Fluorescent Lighting, LED Lamps, & Others), by Components (Control & Communication, Luminaries & Fixtures),
and Geography - Global Forecast to 2020", published by MarketsandMarkets, the total Smart Lighting Market is
expected to reach USD 8.14 Billion by 2020, growing at a CAGR of 22.07% between 2015 and 2020. Browse 75
Tables and 63 Figures spread through 150 Pages and in-depth TOC on "Smart Lighting Market"
ver más...
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Internet of Things (IoT) - Global Strategic Business Report 2015: IoT
Sets a Solid Platform for Connected Home & Home Automation
Concepts
Publicada en PR Newswire: Telecommunication, 17/08/2015.

DUBLIN,
Aug.
17,
2015
/PRNewswire/
-Research
and
Markets
(http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/fpb2vf/internet_of) has announced the addition of the "Internet of
Things (IoT) - Global Strategic Business Report" report to their offering. This report analyzes the worldwide markets
for Internet of Things (IoT) in Million Units. The Global Market is analyzed by number of connected devices in the
following End-Use Sectors: Consumer, Industrial/Business, and Automotive. The report provides separate
comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual
estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2013 through 2020. Market data and analytics are derived from
primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including
company URLs.
ver más...

United States LED Display Industry 2015 Market Research Report
Publicada en Researchmoz_Semiconductors, 13/08/2015.

The United States LED Display Industry 2015 Market Research Report is a professional and in-depth study on the
current state of the LED Display industry. The report provides a basic overview of the industry including definitions,
classifications, applications and industry chain structure. The LED Display market analysis is provided for the United
States markets including development trends, competitive landscape analysis, and key regions development status.
Development policies and plans are discussed as well as manufacturing processes and Bill of Materials cost
structures are also analyzed. This report also states import/export consumption, supply and demand Figures, cost,
price, revenue and gross margins.
ver más...

Internet of Things (IoT) in Retail Market Forecast to 2020: IBM, Intel,
Zebra Technologies, SAP, Google, Microsoft, Freescale, PTC, ARM,
and Cisco Dominate the $35 Billion Industry
Publicada en PR Newswire: Telecommunication, 06/08/2015.

DUBLIN,
Aug.
06,
2015
/PRNewswire/
-Research
and
Markets
(http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/zn64bn/internet_of) has announced the addition of the "Internet of
Things (IoT) in Retail Market by Component (Hardware and Software), Hardware (Gateways, RFID, Sensors),
Service (Remote device management, Managed service, and Professional service), Technology, Region - Global
Forecast to 2020" report to their offering. The global IoT in retail market is expected to grow from USD 14.28 billion in
2015 to USD 35.64 billion by 2020, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20.07%. The key players in this
market include IBM, Intel Corporation, Zebra Technologies, SAP, Google, Microsoft, Freescale, PTC, ARM, and
Cisco.
ver más...
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DLD Cities Summit 6-12 Septiembre de 2015, Tel Aviv (Israel)
Publicada en citiestelaviv.evolero.com, 31/08/2015.

The Cities Tel Aviv Summit is a gathering of city administrators and
entrepreneurs from around the world who discuss 'cracking the innovation code'
and how global cities can promote, facilitate and develop innovation within urban
settings from the world's most innovative cities and projects.
ver más...

IDC Connect. Internet of Things. 15 Septiembre 2015. Varsovia
(Polonia)
Publicada en www.idcpoland.pl, 31/08/2015.

The era of Internet of Things is here with a potential to radically transform
businesses and society. With IoT, companies enhance their operations and gain
real-time insights, improve efficiencies, develop new business models and deliver
innovative services, among other significant benefits. However, the IoT industry
is facing a number of challenges that hinder its growth, such as lack of
standardization, security, privacy and a skill gap.
ver más...

IFA Consumer Electronics UNlimited. 4-9 de Septiembre de 2015.
Berlin (Alemania)
Publicada en www.b2b.ifa-berlin.com, 31/08/2015.

ver más...
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IFA Consumer Electronics UNlimited. 4-9 de Septiembre de 2015.
Berlin (Alemania)
Publicada en www.b2b.ifa-berlin.com#, 31/08/2015.

IFA TecWatch - Sharing Innovative Ideas in Hall 11.1 The exhibits on show cover
the following topics: Interactive Media, Smart Home + Digital Life, Business
Solutions, 3D Printing + Scanning. In addition, IFA TecWatch Forum features an
outstanding and unique programme of papers and panel discussions: Interactive
Media, 3D Printing + Scanning, Smart Home + Digital Life, Security and Energy.
During the Startup Days, we are looking forward to present the most exciting
ideas that can be taken up, funded, integrated or developed further.You can find
more information and the latest programme
ver más...

II Congreso de edificios Inteligentes. Madrid, 27-28 de Octubre de
2015
Publicada en www.congreso-edificiosinteligentes.es, 31/08/2015.

El Congreso Edificios Inteligentes es el principal foro profesional en España que
aborda el concepto del Edificio Inteligente desde un punto de vista integral y
multidisciplinar para acelerar y aumentar la inclusión de las mejores soluciones y
sistemas tecnológicos posibles en la edificación con el objetivo de conseguir
edificios más eficientes, seguros, funcionales y accesibles.
ver más...

II Jornada iluminación e integración de sistemas en el sector
hotelero Hotel W Barcelona 28 de Septiembre de 9.30h a 13.00h
Publicada en jornadasectorhotelero.weebly.com, 31/08/2015.

El Clúster de Iluminación CICAT celebrará la "II Jornada de Iluminación e
Integración de Sistemas en el Sector Hotelero". Trataremos: Las necesidades de
los hoteles en temas de iluminación e integración de sistemas. La eficiencia
energética en los centros hoteleros. Problemáticas - soluciones lumínicas y
domóticas de actualidad en el sector. Oportunidades actuales a nivel
internacional: contaremos, entre otros, con nuestro delegado en Dubái. El evento
está dirigido a: empresas del sector de la iluminación, empresas del sector de la
domótica, instaladores, lighting designers, arquitectos, profesionales del sector
hotelero... La jornada se encuentra en el marco del Proyecto Europeo SSL-erate

ver más...
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IOT SOLUTIONS WORLD CONGRESS Barcelona 16-18 Septiembre
2015
Publicada en http://www.iotsworldcongress.com, 31/08/2015.

The IOT Solutions World Congress is the first international industry focused
event will bring together international thought leaders and technology
organizations to showcase the latest innovations and solutions available in the
Internet of Things (IoT). This global event is targeted to industry players from all
sectors – but mainly for industries like: Transportation & logistics, manufacturing,
healthcare and energy & utilities.
ver más...

O'Reilly SOLID. Hardware, Software & the Internet of Things 28
October 2015 • Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Publicada en solidcon.com, 31/08/2015.

Creating great hardware products in the IoT era
Solid is the only Internet of Things conference that addresses the full hardware stack—everything you need to know
about designing, prototyping, programming, manufacturing, and marketing the next generation of intelligent devices.
ver más...

Smart Cities Week. 15-17 Septiembre de 2015. Washington D.C.
Publicada en www.smartcitiesweek.com, 31/08/2015.

Smart Cities Week participants will leave the conference's plenary sessions and
breakouts with a keen understanding of the top strategic issues leaders must
address as they plot a smart city course - from visioning, planning and breaking
down silos to the interplay of cross-cutting technologies and innovation with core
city functions like human services and public safety.
ver más...
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Smart City Expo World Congress Barcelona 17-19 Noviembre 2015
Publicada en http://www.smartcityexpo.com, 31/08/2015.

Smart City Expo World Congress Barcelona 17-19 Noviembre 2015. Reshaping
cities through innovation. Connect, reach and build relationships with the most
innovative and influential smart city thinkers and doers from around the world.
ver más...
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